STATEMENT.

Ref:RBCLPStatement

Review Stage 1. Rugby Borough Council Plan. Statement with Concerns and Proposals.
Previous representations relevant to the matters below. These include matters that are related to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Legal compliance and procedural requirements.
Duty to co-operate
Soundness
Strategic allocations to include overall development needs.
Alternative solutions considered.

This documentation refers to site S14/064 and site S16/067 in Wolston. It refers to the soundness of
the sites above and other procedural criteria.
In submission January 2017 the following points were highlighted.
a. The contrast between sites S16/067 with safe multiple road and pavement access to the
Wolston Village and the unsuitable S14/064 with no pavement access, suitable access and
creation of an unsafe if not lethal junction onto a man road.
b. The late complete switch of these sites from 27thMay to 9thJune 2016 and the effect this
had on the Parish Council. Where a development of 80 dwellings was changed to 15
dwellings was considered a victory.
c. A reason why site S16/067 was dropped was requested.
d. Consideration that site proposers and owners also being planning officers should be put
on record.
Considering above all the concern of an unsafe junction and crossing to access site
S14/064. Being the main concern.

The duty of the Council I believe is to be open with (and publish) all relevant information. The
impression that information is transparent contrasts to the fact that important relevant information
is withheld.
Information made available to the public and the review needs I believe to be addressed. This is so
that the soundness of plans, strategic allocations and overall development needs can be accurately
assessed up to 2031 in a flexible and pragmatic way.

1.
I have previously requested to the review that Appendix 3 (Sites not suitable or not available) which
was not supplied to the review by the council be supplied to the library of information. This has now
been done following my request. (Request made 29/11/17)
Criteria: Procedural Requirements.

This is I believe a most important document. It was not supplied to the review in the initial instance.
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
2.
I request that the council informs the review why site S16/067 is not included in this document.
That a detailed reason is put on public record for the review.
Does this failure to inform apply to additional sites?
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
3.
The reason given to me, after the Council had voted for the plan and I had contacted all councillors
with the specific request for a reason for this site (S16/067) not being included. This has yet to be
made public in any documentation to the review by Wolston Parish Council or Rugby Borough
Council. This information has been withheld from the public, the residents of Wolston and the
review.

(Reply from Rugby Borough Council Letter dated: 29/6/17)
The reason given. I believe equally applies to sites S16049 / S16066 and in particular S14/064.
This reason could not be highlighted in my initial concerns (Jan2017) because information was not
made available to me until 29/6/17.
(The rectangle between S14/064 and S16049, S16066 is open green belt land)

The reason supplied on 29th.June 2017 was that site S16067 was near the minerals extraction site.
As you can observe from the map that this equally applies to sites. S16049 / S16066 and in particular
S14 /064. They could all be considered a composite and contiguous site with adjoining boundaries.
The material extraction site is a similar distance away. Approx. one mile down road outside Wolston.

(Sites highlighted are on edge of Wolston Village adjacent to light green/white line on B40029.)
No new extension to extraction options are under review in the area as confirmed on minutes
Wolston Fields Liaison Committee 4/10/16 (Point 6.1) “there were no new options under review in
the local area.” Ref:
http://www.wolstonvillage.co.uk/_UserFiles/Files/Liaison%20Group/Wolston%20Fields%20Quarry%
20Liaison%20Committee%20Meeting%2004.10.16.pdf
In documentation published by Wolston Parish Council on 27th. May 2016 site S16/067 was the only
site considered suitable. This has not been changed in documentation from 9th June 2016. Yet it was
not put forward in the plan with no reason being made available. It has not been put forward in the
Council Plan.
Site S16/067(27thMay 2016 and 9thJune 2016) (This site as multiple safe access to roads and
pavements into the Village not highlighted from this web map image)

Site S14/064 was changed from public information on 27thMay 2016 (as not suitable) to being
suitable on 9thJune 2016.
This site at a meeting on 9thJune 2016. (RBC and Parish Council) It was put forward as suitable.

(Letter from RBC Date 29/6/17)

6.
I have requested minutes, agenda, attendance and declarations of interest concerning the meeting
between representatives of Rugby Borough Council and Wolston Parish Council on 9th. June 2016.
The Parish Council have refused this.
Criteria: Duty to Cooperate.
(Duty to inform public.)
All other agendas and minutes of Parish Council working party can be viewed at:
http://www.wolstonvillage.co.uk/Agendas_Minutes_and_Archives_4545.aspx

Wolston Neighbourhood Plan - Agendas, Minutes and Archives
Please select a year you would like to view:

Agenda, Minutes, attendance and declarations of interest are not available for meeting held on
9/6/16.
I requested of the Parish Council to publish specific reasons why site S16/067 was not put forward in
the draft plan.
Criteria: Procedural Requirements, duty to Cooperate, alternative solutions considered and making
evidence available to the public.
The Wolston Parish Steering Group Meeting are aware of this as evidenced from question 4 (c)
minutes of meeting dated 8/6/16 of the reason.
Proposals were to chair and lead the meeting of 9/6/16 as evidenced from the minutes of the
Wolston co-ordination group meeting minutes 7/6/16. Point 5.
The reason given I believe is important in respect to property searches, valuations of property near
to the site and speculation. People in area should be aware that a development of 80 dwellings is a
possibility (indeed probability) after 2026 and before 2031. Clear evidence of declarations of interest
should also be made available to the public.
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
Strategic allocations to include overall development needs.

7
I believe it should also be made clear to the review where sites are proposed and owned by planning
officers working for Rugby Borough Council. Clear evidence should be produced that all procedures
and policies have been strictly followed. That these are made known to the review.
That appraisal is independent.
Criteria: Procedural Requirements.

8.
My concerns in this respect to site S14/064 do not show unambiguous evidence that it is
independent of the proposers and owners.
8

Reviews and assessments of S14/064
(a) The number of dwelling are the proposers not assessor. Not independent.

The area currently has building height restrictions which should necessitate an
independent assessment.
No detailed plans were put forward to the assessment.
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
Soundness.
(b) Distances to village in amendment are proposers and not independent or checked.
Yet presented. 9/2/16 Not Independent.
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
Soundness

(c) Late Access change. Site S14/064
27thMay 2016. Published.

This was altered on 9th June 2016.(Highlighted above was removed)

(Conclusion 9th June 2016 changed from unsuitable to suitable.)
Criteria: Procedural Requirements.(Late alteration and no public record of meeting)
Soundness.
No time given to assess the changes.

A more representative view of access from main road for a road and pavement, if not
using restrictions of web map road restricted images. (Submission Jan2017)
Criteria: Soundness

The issue is that the junction does not lead by direct footpath to the village. A crossing
is needed out of a blind junction with high trees up to the road edge. The bend in the
road is such that you cannot see traffic coming out on the main road from Wolston.
There are multiple hidden access with tree either side of this junction. Such a junction
I believe to be extremely dangerous, indeed lethal. It is unsuitable for a public
crossing and road junction.

Google maps ref:
https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@52.372265,-1.4032134,18.75z
More detail will be appropriate for Stage 2 of the Review. They were highlighted in my
concerns dated Jan 2017.
Criteria: Soundness.
(d) I am concerned that photographs of access to sites seem to be taken from road views
using web sites for example google maps and do not provide evidence of actual up to
date visits from Highways Authority where detailed evidence of independent pictorial
and measurement would be taken. This is very limiting. Webcams are difficult to, or
impossible to position, to highlight safety concerns.
Some are well out of date.
Some access pictures for example S16/067 highlighted earlier are well out of date:
Oct2011.
Criteria; Soundness
(e) I question why the date on which some pictures (from web sites) in various Village
allocation packs are blacked out.
(The date at which picture was made can be viewed in left top corned for example
access picture of S16/067 in this document. This blacking out occurs on a majority of
highway access pictures in allocation packs.)
I would have expected if a visit are made a new picture would be available as
evidence of up to date independent appraisal. In particular where changes are
proposed and accepted. Photograph views should correspond to these dates of
assessments and changes in all instances.
Criteria: Soundness
(f) Instances where planning officers working for RBC are also proposers and land owners
should be made clear to the independent review as a duty and procedural
requirement. Evidence of Independent assessment should be clear.
Criteria: Procedural Requirements.

9.
With regard to site S16/067. The reason given applies to the site up to 2026. The distinct possibility,
indeed probability, that 80 dwellings will be built on site S16067 well before 2031 should be taken
into account on any strategic review of overall allocation needs in Wolston, Rugby Borough and the
general surrounding area. Part of review criteria is that all alternative solutions are made clear. This
is not the case in respect to Wolston up to 2031.
Criteria: Strategic allocations to include overall development needs.
Alternative solutions considered.
10.
The criteria that all sites must start within 5 years in every Village is I believe a constraint in view of
the total number of dwellings proposed, over the whole area. This creates a false view of possible
dwellings that could be built by 2031 and does not inform accurately overall deliverability up to this
date.
The authority plan should show flexibility.
Better alternatives have been excluded and give in my opinion a false view of dwellings that may be
completed by 2031.
Criteria: Soundness.
Alternative solutions considered.

In assessing evidence available to the public I have found the following of concern.
11. Written concerns not replied to. (No evidence of systematic grouping of public concerns
around similar developments such that this could be carried out. Evidenced from files for
public consultation in Town Hall)
12. Important and pertinent information not available. From RBC and Parish Council.
Either before the decision and vote of the Council or indeed to the review.
13. Late and complete changes to published plans. This misleads and influences public.
14. Public concerns made available at the Town Hall are not in any accessible order (for example
catalogued with respect to particular site concerns) as a consequence they are in effect
inaccessible for any practical public reference.
15. Concerns and correspondence from the public were not replied to even where concerns
regarding particular sites were only one or two.
16. At no point when reviewing any public record have I seen the names of the Rugby Borough
Planning team. Their individual responsibilities are not on any documentation.
17. Access and safety judgements appear to be based on webcam internet images.
Criteria: Procedural Requirement.
Duty to co-operate.
Soundness

Proposals. Stage 1
1. Supply Public and review with reasons why all sites are not suitable or available.
Direct source evidence should be supplied to the review where this has not been done.
2. The review should request where pertinent presentations to Parish Councils and make
them available with minutes of meeting to the review and where pertinent to the public.
3. Ascertain if the Highways Authority have actually visited sites and have not made
assessments restricted by web map images of unknown dates (or outdated) and
observational positions. This is a particular concern with regard to safety.
4. Review policies and working procedures and practices were planning officers are
proposers and owners of sites. Such that assessment is independent and bias free.
5. The review request names and responsibilities of the planning team including all
planning officers.
6. Consider flexibility of deliverability. 5 year criteria addressed to all villages individually
where better flexible alternatives are available up to 2031 aggregating the possible
housing supply over a larger area and time period.

Stage 2 (Preliminary considerations.)
1. Review sites S16/067 and S14/064 With regard to being similar and adjacent distances
from the mineral extraction site.
2. Review the safety of access to highway of road and pavement crossing for site S14/064.
30/12/17

